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One Down ...

F

irst of all, congratulations to our very own Denise Parker. Denise
won the 115th NAA National Outdoor Championship, plus she
took a Women’s Team gold and an individual bronze at the Pan
Am games. See what comes from reading every single article in Archery
Focus magazine? (Actually, she wrote quite a few of them.) Other AF
contributors did well at the Nationals also: Rick McKinney, George
Tekmitchov, Michael Hojnacki, and Jessica Carlson. We promise to bring
you the Who’s Who of archery.
Getting our first issue out was a little (a lot) hectic, but we’re getting
back on schedule. I know it’s going to be okay because it’s been awhile
now since I’ve heard Steve screaming at the Macintosh (He’s an IBM
kind of guy, and it’s a Mac kind of magazine – he’ll get over it.). I, too,
have been learning a lot, throwing software books across the room and
having dreams about renewal notices, but we’re getting the hang of it,
and having lots of fun.
It was so great to hear from so many of you. The notes and emails
you send in with your renewals tell me that Archery Focus really does
give archers of every stripe the information they need to become better
archers. We’re committed to making Archery Focus the place where the
very best in all styles of archery share their experience with you. So
whether you’re a serious competitor or just sigh longingly at your bow
as you pull the car out of the garage on your way to work, we want
Archery Focus to bring you the community of archery.
We haven’t had a traditional archery presence in a while, a lack
we’ve noticed, but we are restarting our traditional archery column this
issue. And the author we think you’ll be seeing quite a bit of, Dan
Quillan, provides an introduction to himself by way of a personal retrospective.
Also, don’t miss out—check out our web site. Dale Simmons has
been doing an incredible job with it and we are now offering On-Line
Subscriptions, which I know our international subscribers will appreciate. Don’t forget that we have a Spanish Edition also so, si habla español,
give us a call.
We’re in this together. We can’t do a good job unless we get lots of
helpful feed-back from you, so please don’t be shy. Ideas for articles,
people you want us to get as contributors, we want to hear any suggestions you might have.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW – COMPOUND

A rc h e r ’s for Windows
Advantage
Imagine that, in the future, you could
sight in your bow and get perfect marks
with one quarter the effort you put in now.
Wouldn’t that be wonderful?
Well, if you shoot a moveable or
fixed pin sight, the future is now.
Archer’s Advantage is a computer program that with as little as two sight
marks and a few measurements has
your PC’s printer spitting out sight
tapes and tables of sight settings, energy and speed downrange statistics,
and more.
When I first heard of this program I
was using some sophisticated curve
fitting software trying to come up with
more precise sight markings. I was
researching ballistics formulae and
was tying myself in knots trying to figure them out. Luckily Perry Ratcliff,
the author of Archer’s Advantage, beat
me to it and I threw out all that old
research. Now I use Archer’s Advantage exclusively for sighting in.
The Program The program runs
under Windows 3.1/95/98/NT and
takes about 2 minutes to install. Once
you run the program you are faced
with a Setup screen into which you
need to enter a number of measurements. These measurements (explained below) are: your sight length, the
peep height, the scale type, your
arrow’s length, weight, diameter, and
fletch length. With these measurements, Archer’s Advantage can then calculate the speed of your arrow and
with a few sight markings from a fixed
scale on your freestyle sight (or pulled
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by Steve Ruis

made from my eye, through my peep
sight, then through my aperture is
completely different from where the
arrow is pointed. The sight line is
pointed to where the arrow will land;
the arrow is pointed (generally
upward of that line) on an arc that will
lead it to that spot. This is the parallax
error.

off a printed sight tape if you shoot a
pin sight). It can then supply you with
exact sight tapes and sight markings
from 2 to 150 yards or the metric
equivalents.
The measurements are necessary
for the program to compute the
arrow’s drag, which determines how
much the arrow will slow down in
flight and which then determines its
trajectory. These measurements are
also used to correct for parallax error.
You have probably noticed that to
shoot targets under 10 or 12 yards you
must use higher sight settings. For
example, with my current setup if I
want to shoot a 7 yard target, I need to
set my sight as if the target were 18
yards away; to shoot a 5 yard target, I
set my sight on the 25 yard mark. This
seeming paradox is because the line

The Measurements You Need Here
are the various measurements you
need to enter to get Archer’s
Advantage to do its magic:
Sight Length You‘ll need help from a
friend to get this measurement. You
need to measure from your peep to
your sighting dot/aperture to the
nearest ± 1/4” (± 0.5 cm) at full draw.
If you use a release, you may want to
lock it out so that you can’t accidentally loose the arrow while your friend is
waving a measuring tape around your
eye. If you don t use a peep sight,
make the measurement straight down
from the aiming eye. I recommend that
you take this measurement twice just
to check it is correct.
Peep Height Again, you’ll need a
friend for this. This is the distance
from the peep (or the aiming eye)
straight down to the center of the
arrow shaft at full draw, also to the
neares ± 1/4” (± 0.5 cm). Again, I recommend you take the measurement
twice.
Scale Type Archer’s Advantage has
built in to it the ability to use six different types of scales found on the
most common sights (Sure Loc,

Toxonics, Cobra, etc.) and can print out
paper sight tapes to affix to your sight
bar if you don’t have one already. All
you need do is select which scale you
are using.
Arrow Length Archer’s Advantage
needs the entire length of your arrow
to the nearest ± 1/4” (0.5 cm), not the
standard measure of arrow length, that
is, you need to include the point and
full nock. The entire arrow’s length
contributes to its drag.
Arrow Weight This is the average
mass of your arrows in grains (1 g =
15.4323 gr.).
Arrow Diameter If you shoot an
Easton shaft, Archer’s Advantage will
automatically enter the correct arrow
diameter in hundredths of an inch
(0.01 in = 0.0254 cm), but if you shoot
another shaft, you will have to get this
measurement from the manufacturer
or by measuring it with a caliper. Note
If you use Easton ACE or X10 shafts
which are barrel-shaped, the program
actually makes adjustments for their
shape!
Fletch Length This is the length of
your fletch to the nearest ± 1/4” (± 0.5
cm).
Now all you need do is enter the
measurements into the program and
then enter from two to five sight markings. If you just enter two marks, you
are gambling that they are perfect. If
you enter 4 or 5 marks, Archer’s
Advantage will do a statistical analysis
to eliminate bad marks and give you
the best possible sight marks.
Arrow Speed and Chronographs The
arrow speed the program calculates
should match up well with a chronograph test of your arrow speed. If the
calculated arrow speed and the
chronograph test don’t match, check to
see what the stated accuracy of the
chronograph is. I am at the point that I
am more inclined to trust my marks
and Archer’s Advantage than an inexpensive chronograph (although the
program’s author makes no such
claim). When you chronograph your
ARCHERY FOCUS
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arrows, repeat the test at least three
times and average the results. Also,
take the difference between the fastest
and slowest test (called the range); half
of this is a reasonable estimate of the
plus or minus variability of your series
of tests. Even so, the chronograph may
be off (miscalibrated, whatever).
If you think you have a reliable
chronographed arrow speed and it
doesnit agree with the calculated
arrow speed Archerís Advantage
allows you to enter the chronographed
speed and then calculates a drag offset
which it then uses to correct all subsequent calculations. This is a clever
piece of programming by Mr. Ratcliff
because it is virtually impossible to
include every possible variable into
the program. For example, Archer’s
Advantage assumes that you are using
a low profile plastic fletch (such as Flex
Fletch or Pro Fletch). If you are using
curly vanes or high profile vanes, the
drag associated with these will differ
from what the program calculates.
Sight Tapes You can print out sight
tapes in B/W or color, with the numbers on the left, right, or both sides of
the lines. The lines can be printed in
several widths and Archer’s Advantage
will give you one line for each
yard/meter unless the lines are too
crowded and then it will give lines in
higher increments. You can also print
out tables of marks correlating to the
fixed scale on your sight. I always
carry such a table in my quiver in case
the sight tape peels off or becomes
unreadable. (This has never happened
to me, but I have heard of this happening.) There are many ways to stick the
sight tape onto your sight bar. I use
”double stick” tape under the sight
tape and 3M Crystal Clear tape on top
(as weatherproofing).
If you are using a pin sight, you can
even input the distance between two
pins as measured by a caliper, then
print out a sight tape. You can then set
your other pins based on a printed
sight tape.

Other Outputs You can get a host of
interesting statistics in addition, for
example, by choosing Downrange
Statistics you can get the speed of the
arrow at five yard/meter distances
down range, the total arrow drop, and
the arrow drop in inches in five yard
increments. 3-D archers could certainly use this information to estimate how
far off their distance estimations were.
How to Get It If you want a copy of
Archer’s Advantage you might want
to try Perry Ratcliff’s web site
www.archersadavantage.com. This is
a well developed site with plenty of
solid information on it. You can also
get Archer’s Advantage from Sure Loc,
Specialty Archery Products, Spot Hogg,
Pacific Archery Sales, and Lancaster
Archery. And, if Archer’s Advantage for
Windows doesn’t have enough ”bells
and whistles” for you, look into Perry
Ratcliff’s Archer’s Advantage Pocket
Calculator. This calculator will do
much of what the computer program
does but will also make uphill and
downhill corrections! It’s a little expensive, but well worth the cost if your
style of archery allows such devices.
There is a full description on the
Archer’s Advantage web site.
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Scent Control
for Bowhunters
by Chuck Adams
The ability to smell is an animal’s keenest survival sense. Recent
studies by game biologists indicate that a deer’s nose is 7,000
times more sensitive than yours or mine … a nose so sensitive it

is capable of detecting and identifying just a few molecules of
human odor! A deer, elk, or bear might doubt what it sees or
hears, but never doubts what it smells.

S

mart bowhunters strive to master the fine art of scent
control. They learn to hide their scent in a number of
time-tested ways and also develop skill at luring in
animals with carefully distributed commercial concoctions. By fooling an animal’s nose, an archer has a better
chance of getting within close shooting range.
Contrary to what some will tell you, I do not believe a
hunter can ever completely purge his body odor. Even if
you wear a scent-blocking suit, cover yourself with odormasking liquid or gel, spray yourself with scent-purging
chemicals, and exercise the very best personal hygiene,
you will still emit molecules of human scent. If you are
walking and perspiring, this phenomenon intensifies. If
you move a short distance from vehicle to tree stand, and
then sit quietly, you will give off minimal amounts of odor.
But in any event, an animal directly downwind is likely to
smell at least a little human odor.
The first and foremost solution is anticipating and
manipulating wind direction. Use a butane lighter or talcum squeeze bottle as a portable wind sock. Walk into the
wind or crosswind-never with the breeze at your back.
Avoid broken terrain, where air currents eddy unpredictably, and do not hunt in late morning or early evening
when winds tend to falter, swirl, and switch direction.
When you bowhunt from a tree, sit high (at least 20 feet up)
to help keep your scent on upper-air currents that glide
above ground-level animals. Such skills can help you bag a
buck.
Modern archers rely on more than traditional wind control. When breezes shift unexpectedly, when cool air sinks
from a tree stand toward the ground, and when a deer
appears behind you with the wind in its face, you will need
every high-tech edge you can get.

8

The author favors a complete Scent Blocker Suit for tree stand hunting,
including Breath Shield to cover the mouth.

All-rubber boots, Scent-Blocker Pants, and Scent Shield
can be combined to eliminate foot trails to and from your stand.

Most bowhunters wait for game in trees, but fail to realize how important it is not to leave human scent trails to
and from their stands. Wearing ordinary leather or fabric
footwear almost certainly leaves lingering scent on grass,
bushes, and the ground itself. A deer that appears even
two or three hours later can smell where you passed; the
critter will run like a scalded cat.
There are three ways to eliminate human scent trails to
and from your stand. First, wear calf-high or hip-high allrubber boots, or at the very least, half-rubber pac boots.
Second, wear Scent-Blocker Pants as an added barrier to
escaping human odor. Finally, spray your lower body with

“Nothing completely
eliminates human scent.“
a proven scent-destroyer like Scent Shield. All three techniques effectively block human odor from the ground,
allowing deer, bear, and other keen-nosed critters to pass
by unalarmed minutes after you climb your tree.
I strongly believe in head-to-toe scent suits like the fine
Scent Blocker System from Robinson Labs. Fabric in such
suits incorporates activated carbon, which soaks up
human odor like a sponge. Scent-blocking membranes are
also widely used in modern bowhunting boots, hats, and
gloves.
I said earlier that nothing completely eliminates human
ARCHERY FOCUS
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Bowhunting
Organizations
Becoming an Outdoors Woman
College of Natural Resources,
UWSP
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Bowhunters of North America
P.O. Box 1702
Bismarck, ND 58502
Christian Bowhunters of America
3460 W. 13th St.
Cadillac, MI 49601
Int’l Hunter Education Association
P.O. Box 490
Willington, CO 80548
National Bowhunter Education
Foundation
249B E. 29th Street, #503
Loveland, CO 80538
National Crossbow Hunters
Organization
4741 S.R. 107 NE
Washington C.H., OH 43160
Physically Challenged
Bowhunters of America
RD #1, Box 470
New Alexandria, PA 15670
Pope & Young Club
15E. 2nd Street
Chatfield, MN 55923
Professional Bowhunters Society
P.O. Box 246
Terrell, NC 28882
Safari Club International
32045 DeQuindre
Madison Heights, MI 48071
The National Crossbowmen
of the USA
17266 NW 8 St.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33029
World Bowhunter Association
205 Pleasant Avenue
Park Rapids, MN 56470
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A combination of animal lure, like rutting elk
urine, and Scent Shield spray can draw animals within bow range.

scent. However, I do believe that Scent
Blocker Suits reduce human odor dramatically. Since most whitetail deer live in
urban, suburban, or farmland areas,
these animals are required to regularly
smell people without having a nervous
breakdown. When I sit in my tree stand
with Scent Blocker Parka, Pants, and
Breath Shield in place, I know from past
experience that nearby deer are less likely to smell me and run. Even when they
do smell me, I believe they think I’m a
person in a distant house or car, or a
farmer who walked past several hours
earlier. They seldom suspect that danger
is present and very close at hand.
To a lesser degree, odor-masking
scents like red fox urine, natural earth,
and wild grape also help to confuse deer.
I’ve never favored mixing my fullstrength body odor with strong
commercial masking liquid or gel.
I would rather block most of my
scent with rubber and high-tech
fabric, then enhance such scent
concealment with a little commercial masking fragrance.
Animal lures can be powerful
bowhunting tools. Take for example my own line of widely available Super Slam whitetail urine

scents, which are designed to turn a
buck’s head during the autumn mating
season. If I use Super Slam doe urine in or
around a whitetail buck scrape, I know
that downwind bucks are likely to investigate. If I use Super Slam Buck Urine with
Tarsal and Tonquin additives, this trio of
natural and seductive animal scents
draws rutting deer like flies to honey.
Such lures, used in natural ways according to manufacturer’s directions, can
give you close shots instead of distant
looks at deer.
The smart bowhunter realizes just
how keen an animal’s nose really is, and
uses wind direction plus commercial
products to fool this razor-sharp survival
sense.
Stand hunters have the best chance of controlling scent, because they are not hiking
and working up a sweat.

COMPOUND TECH 100

Noisy Compound Bows
and How to Quiet Them
by George Chapman

The two things most talked about by
hunters are arrow speed and bow noise.
It is very hard for a bow to produce high
arrow speed and also be quiet. And, if you
had ten people listen to a bow being shot,
you would get ten different opinions as to
its noise level. But, if you read bow manufacturers‘ ads they all claim their bows
are fast and quiet. Let’s look at this more
closely.

W

hat makes compound
bows noisy? The biggest
producer of noise is shooting arrows that are too light. Lighter
arrows fly faster but, because they are
light, they tend to absorb less energy
from the bow than heavier arrows.
The energy not absorbed by the
arrow has to come out somehow and
it usually comes out as vibrations of
the bow parts which leads to sound,
that is bow noise. (Noise is just sound
ARCHERY FOCUS
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you don’t want.)
The next offender is probably
shooting bows at the low end of the
its draw weight range. For example, a
bow designed for 60 to 70 pounds
draw weight being shot at
60
pounds. At the low end of the draw
weight range, the limbs are backed
out of their pockets and there is less
tension on all parts of the bow, therefore things will move around
(vibrate!) more easily.
Another source of noise is shooting bows at the long end of their
draw length, for example, a bow that
is designed for a 29 inch draw, but is
being shot at 30 inches of draw.
Typically this happens on round
wheel or soft cam (also known as an
“energy wheel”) bows with draw
length adjustment systems. One cam
bows with draw length modules are
not compromised by changing draw
length.
Some people say that high let-off
cams are noisy. Hunters are always
saying that “the animal
jumped the string“ at the
noise of the bow, but that is
going to happen until we can
build a bow faster than the
speed of sound, and I wouldn’t hold my breath for that to
happen. If you don’t want
the animals you hunt to be
doing that, you’d better have
the wind in your favor. We
did a test with a sound level

meter to check noise level at the
archer’s ear and at 10 yards, the difference in noise level was 6-12 decibels. For comparison, a “quiet room”
has a noise level of 40 dB and a normal conversation at 1 meter is about
50 dB. A drop off of 6-12 dB from
these levels is not much of a change
(although a decrease in 3 dB indicates
a halving of the sound energy). In the
quiet woods, animals will hear a
noisy bow and react instantly.
Some of the other things that
cause noise are arrow rests, sights,
bow quivers, stabilizers, the bow
grip, limbs that creak during drawing, and loose arrows in bow quivers.
Some of the ways to quiet compound bows are to shoot them on the
high end of the limb draw weight
range, for example, at 70 pounds
draw weight on a 60-70 pound bow,
not at 60 pounds. This keeps the
limbs tight down in the limb pockets
and puts maximum tension on all
parts of the bow, therefore things will

11

move around less easily. And you can
short draw the wheel, that is for
wheels with adjustable draw lengths,
you can use a wheel for a longer draw
length set for the lower value of your
actual draw length.
Be sure all accessories are mounted with Loctite 242, or a similar

threadlocker. This will keep all of the
accessories from shaking loose and
making noise. (Caution: some thread-

12
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lockers will keep
things tight, but
you won’t be able
to remove them
from the bow. So be
careful!) The use of
cat whiskers or
puffs on the bow
string will help
quiet the bow. I
have even heard of
people filling the
limb pockets with
silicone sealant to
help dampen noise.
The thing that
you will quiet the
most is using a
heavy arrow. Usually a hunting bow
with high kinetic
energy is a quiet
bow, because of the
heavy arrow. Heavier arrows absorb
more energy from
the bow, leaving less to be transformed into sound and other kinds of
vibrations. If the bow has steel cables,
change them to a synthetic harness
and this will make the bow quieter.
The synthetics are less resonant than

metal.
My idea of a quiet hunting bow
would be a bow shot on the high end
of its draw weight range while also
set on the short end of the wheel or
cam draw length range. For example,
my draw length is 28” and I hunt with
a 65 pound bow, so I would shoot a
29”wheel or cam at 28”, if I can. My
draw weight would be achieved by
using a set of 60 pound limbs and I’d
try to squeeze 65 pounds out of them.
I would shoot a heavy arrow, one that
is at least 7 gr. (0.45 g) per pound of
peak weight; in this case, the arrows
would be 455 grains (29.4 g). I would
use cat whiskers or some other string
silencer. I’d be sure all accessories
were mounted on the bow using
Loctite 242 or some similar threadlocker.
Just about anything you do to
quiet your compound will always
cost you speed, but I’d much rather
have a slow hit than a fast miss!

continued from page 23

and a low end of 49 at 70 meters. Then
with a different setting I had a high
end of 58 and a low end of 54.
Sometimes the results are not this glaring, but it is always noticeable. ( I use
five ends of six arrows for each series ).
The best way to document each
arrow is to draw a target on a piece of
paper. I then use a copy machine to
reduce the size so that I can fit my
whole series of targets on the same
piece of paper. In my case this was five
targets per page. I number the targets
one through five so I can look at my
first, middle and last ends. This is
helpful because you will lose track
after a few series of ends! I then make
copies of the completed page for each
series. ( I keep a master copy for future
use as well ).
At the top of the page, I mark the
settings or adjustments I have made to
the bow prior to the series using the
gauge below. My first series of ends is
with the bare shaft striking in the
group of fletched arrows. This is at

zero- zero on the
scale in the figure
0 (left).
I will mark
each arrow on the
chart and outline
the marks noting the shape of the outline, like in the figure below.
If the shape is vertical, like the second oval or diagonal, like the third, I
will adjust the nocking point first in
small increments. I will always move
the nock up a small amount first.
Using a new chart and marking the
scale on the vertical axes the amount I
moved the nock
up, let’s say one
or
32nd of an inch
(0.1 mm). Then, I
shoot five new
or
ends documenting the results. I do this over and over
until I get the pattern to move from
vertical or diagonal to horizontal.
When the group is horizontal, I make
minor adjustments in the cushion
0

plunger spring tension noting the
changes on the horizontal axes of the
scale. I will typically adjust the spring
tension in one quarter turn increments.
Since I am right handed, an increase in
tension is left of center on the scale and
a decrease is right of center. Repeat this
process until you have reached a setting that gives you a grouping or pattern that is round and is the smallest in
total area.
So where does the ten count fit in? I
tend to have similar numbers of really
good shots from day to day. I just have
different degrees of lesser shots! The
point in this statement is that if I have
a day where no matter what I do I do
not seem to be hitting the ten ring, I
immediately head for a tuning session.
If I am happy with the tune I have, I
will try rotating my nocks, noting the
changes using the same tuning charts.
If your setup is getting the best clearance and arrow flight, your best shots
will be in the ten ring without fail! If
you are not getting good clearance, the
continued on page 43
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW - RECURVE

The Art of
Making Perfect Arrows
by Pedro Serralheiro
It doesn’t matter what equipment you have or how good the setup
is or how perfect your form is, if you do not have perfect arrows,
you won’t hit the right spot. Remember whatever you do, the only
piece of equipment that hits the target is the arrow.

E

ven if you have the right combination of spine, point,
vane, and nock, you will end up with a set of 6 or 12
different arrows if you do not pay attention to special critical points in arrow making.
In this article I only address arrow making, not the
choice of components, shaft length, or spine. I assume you
have already done this.
So, what are those critical points?
• Time
• Shaft Cutting
• Preparing Shafts
• Spine Matching
• Shaft And Point Matching
• Nock Inspection
• Vane Inspection
• Shaft, Point, Vane, And Nock Weight Matching
• Adjusting The Fletching Jig
• Shaft Cleaning
• Vane Cleaning
• Gluing Vanes
• Final Weight Matching
• Gluing Points
• Adjusting Nocks
• Marking Arrows
Time Take your time, anticipate your needs. Do not skip
steps. Do not expect to complete a set of arrows in one
evening. Complete two or three steps per evening, and
work on only one or two arrows, especially when gluing
vanes or feathers. Normally I do all my arrow sets one or
two months before the season starts. This gives me the time
to give every arrow special attention. When I have finished
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making my set of arrows, I can pick any one and shoot it
with complete confidence, because it is identical to all of
the others.
Shaft Cutting Once the shafts are cut, there’s no returning.
So, the next critical point is establishing the correct shaft
length. That length has to do with the various components
you are going to use. When you look carefully at the different components, you realize that the shaft length is
always shorter than the draw length. And, depending on
the designs of the nock and points, the shaft may have to be
cut shorter or longer. Install a point and a nock on a fulllength shaft (with no glue), and measure the difference
between it and a full-length shaft with no components. It is
this difference that has to be subtracted from the particular
full-length shaft 33"

full shaft length with components = 33.75"

length needed 26"

cut shafts to length 26" - 0.75" = 25.25"

Fig. 1

chosen arrow length. For example, if a full-length shaft is
33” long, but with components installed it is 33.75” long,
you must then subtract 0.75” from your particular arrow
length to determine the shaft length (see Fig. 1).
When nocks or points overlap the shaft, you must compensate for the overlaps (see Fig. 2).
With the correct shaft length determined we can start
cutting the shafts. Shafts must be cut only on a special
shaft-cutting machine; do not use manual devices like tubing cutting tools. The cut must be made with a circular
motion and perfectly perpendicular to the length of the
shaft. Cut only one shaft first, install a nock and a point (no

per.
Lightly
sand the outside to clean
1/8"
1/8"
overlapping
the cut. On
carbon shafts
length needed 26"
make a light
chamfer (both
nock
and
cut shafts to length 26"- 0.75" + 1/8" + 1/8" = 25.5"
point end). On
Fig. 2
the
inside
glue) and see if it has the needed
attach a piece of sandpaper to a match
length. If it is correct, cut the others; if
and roughen up the gluing surface.
not, see where you have miscalculatTest the fit of a point and only when
ed and only then start all over again.
you have a light fit it is well done.
Always wear safety glasses when
With a cotton swab, clean the interior
using a cutting machine. Never blow
of the shaft.
away the cutting dust, especially
when cutting carbon shafts, use a vacSpine Matching Even when we use
uum cleaner. Finally, remember that
top of the line shafts, we must match
cutting blades have short lives (carthe spine between them. With this
bon is especially hard on them), so
step we are trying to create arrows
replace them frequently.
with the same static and dynamic
spine relative to the position of the
Preparing Shafts With all the shafts
cock vane.
cut, it is time to prepare them. You
We can accomplish this with two
will need a piece of very fine sandpadifferent techniques. One will cost
full-length shaft 33"
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around $1000, the other a few cents.
Having used the two, I can say that
the results are quite the same when
applied to new shafts. How is this
possible?
Well, the first technique uses a
spine checker, a machine capable of
pointing out the side of the shaft or
circular spot on a shaft that is weaker
or stronger, thus showing us regions
of different spine on the same shaft.
With this knowledge we can mark our
shafts, all with the stronger side down
or up. If we glue the cock vane on that
side, we have all the arrows matched
respecting spine. The spine checker
does not have limitations; it can be
used on new, used, and even wood or
solid shafts.
The other technique is quite simple. We need a bath tub with 3 or 4
fingers of water in it and a small
amount of liquid soap. The theory is
based on putting the shafts in water
and waiting until the heavier side
rolls down. We have to reduce the
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surface tension of
portions of the vane
Fig. 3
liquid soap
make a mark
the water using a water with
with your fingers and
lightest side up
nock
nock
small amount of liqmake a _ twist. See if
uid soap. If we
they all make the same
mark the upper side
curve and feel for any
(lighter side = weaker spine) we end with all shafts being different resistance. Disregard any as needed.
equal with respect to side weight, or spine, because more
Kurly and Spinwings need to be free from marks. Check
weight means more material and more material means if all are the same length.
stronger spine. Then it is a matter of gluing the cock vane on
that side (see Fig. 3).
Shaft, Point, Vane, and Nock Weight Matching It is now
For this technique to work the shafts must float. So, put time to match these selected components by weight. In this
a nock on both ends or, if the shaft comes with a Uni-bush- process you will need a very good grain scale, capable of
ing, put another Uni-bushing and nock in the other end. going down to 0.1 grain (0.005 g). Level the scale according
Now we can start swimming our shafts. This technique has to the instructions, paying particular attention to how the
several limitations, but if used on new quality shafts, the pointer indicates the zero point. Only then should you start
results are really good.
the weighings. Weigh each component separately. What
you want to do now is to make groups of shafts with their
Shaft and Point Matching Here we choose the best point components within the closest tolerances possible. (Match
for each shaft, and the best point is the one that has a light the heavier shafts with the lighter points and nocks, etc.)
fit on the shaft without being too loose. In a world of tight Once you have done that, be careful not to change any of
machining tolerances it is up to us to make the correct com- these weight determined groups. Later we will match all
ponent selection. If you end with a too tight fit or one that arrows to 0.1 grain (0.005 g).
is too loose, do not use that point .
Adjusting the Fletching Jig To accomplish this step, I use
one and only one fletching jig, a BPE Pro, because it is
Nock
Inspection
Caretrim
fully inspect each nock. adjustable in all axes including nock index. Start by adjust
If you find any imperfection in it or even suffer any doubt about a
Fig. 4
nock, reject it. In my
experience, about 10% of nocks merit rejection. We must
trim the mold mark from each nock. This is especially
important on inner nocks (see Fig. 4).
Install the nocks with a nock wrench (usually supplied
with the nocks) in such a way that the spine matching shaft
mark faces the cock vane position (see Fig. 5). Later we will
fine-tune the locations of the nocks.
Fig. 5

cock vane

mark

Vane Inspection Once you have selected vanes–plastic
vanes, feathers, Kurly or Spinwings–you need to pay careful attention to each one. Concerning feathers, it is important to see if they are all from the same wing, right or left, if
the base is true and well cut, and if the pattern is perfect.
Choose 6 or 7 and compare their quality and design.
Discard any as needed.
Plastic vanes need the same inspection, except Kurly or
Spinwings. With plastic vanes it is also important to check
their flexibility. To test flexibility, grasp the front and rear
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touch that area with your fingers.
Vane Cleaning Vanes need to be cleaned also. Put them in
the fletching clamp and rub their bases with a paper towel
moistened with 90% alcohol. Rub harder on plastic vanes,
softer on feathers, Kurly and Spinwings. Of course, like
shafts, do not touch the cleaned vane bases with your fingers.
There is one exception to this critical point–do not clean
vanes when they come a special base coating to work with
a special glue.
Gluing Vanes Measure the distance between the nock and
the rear vane portion. Mark the clamp jig. Clamp all vanes
on that very same mark (see Fig. 7). The shorter the distance
the better, but beware, you do not want any contact between
fletching jig

clamp

Fig. 7

mark this distance

for the cock vane orientation, then for the clamp angle relative to the shaft. Personally, I do not like to use an angled
straight clamp (to assist arrow spinning). I use a helical
clamp, when using feathers or vanes. On Kurly or
Spinwings I always use a straight clamp, with 0 ° angle to
the length of the shaft, but with a large angle tangential to
the surface of the
Fig. 6
shaft (see Fig. 6).
Take notes of all
adjustments you have
clamp
done, it will pay dividends in the long run.
Kurly vane
Remember, each different arrow size–
fletch
combination
needs different fletchshaft
ing jig settings.
Shaft Cleaning It is very frustrating to lose vanes during
practice or competition, just because we have not paid
enough attention to shaft and vane cleaning. Only a well
cleaned shaft gives superior glue joints. I clean all my shafts
with a paper towel moistened with 90% alcohol. I rub the
vane area of aluminum shafts vigorously until I hear a
metallic sound and on carbon shafts until the paper no
longer gets dirty with carbon. This is especially important
with Easton shafts. When all shafts are cleaned, do not
ARCHERY FOCUS
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the vanes and your face when you are at full draw (see
Fig.7).
Use good quality glues, with slow drying time when
gluing plastic vanes or feathers, or cyanoacrylate when gluing Kurly or Spinwings. Personally I do not use doublefaced adhesive strips and lining tape with Kurly or
Spinwings, because they loosen quickly with heat, do not
allow superior bonding, and disrupt the aerodynamics of
the arrow.
When applying glue to the vanes apply only a thin film
of glue and let it dry for 20 to 30 minutes. If using cyanoacrylate wait 5 to 10 minutes. Do not use cyanoacrylate on
humid and cold days. Yes, this is a time consuming process,
so do not rush.
Do not put much pressure on the clamp when gluing,
but check to see that the entire vane base is contacting the
shaft. After removing the clamp, put a drop of glue on each
vane end, even on Kurly or Spinwings, and let dry 24 hours.
Now visually check all arrows; if you find anything you
do not like, remove the vanes and start again.
Final Weight Matching In 12 arrow sets, even from well
establish manufacturers, I have found as much as 3 grains
difference between the lightest and the heaviest arrow
(between arrows in a weight range of 250 to 350 grains).
This makes a huge impact difference at long distances. It is
of paramount importance for all arrows to have the same weight.
We are again back to playing with the scale. We are going
to adjust all shafts, with glued vanes and nocks installed,
... continued on page 24
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Using the
Back-Tension Release Aid
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by Larry Wise
Larry Wise is currently writing his fifth book, entitled Core
Archery, in which he details shooting form based on using your
body’s spine properly to shoot archery.

S

tarting With A Back-Tension Release Aid Shooting
your first arrow with a back-tension release aid can
be a scary thing; you’ve probably heard many war
stories about archers hitting themselves in the face and
mouth while trying to draw a back-tension release. Not to
worry! I have an easy, pain-free method for starting people
on a back-tension release, so just read on.
Buy, beg, or borrow a six-foot (2 m) piece of 1/8 or 3/16inch (2-3 mm) nylon cord. Tie the
two ends together to form a loop
equal in length to your bow’s
draw length. Place one end of the
loop around your bow hand while
hooking your back-tension release
to the other end as you would hook it to your bowstring.
Now the loop acts as your bow and you can reproduce
your full draw body position without drawing the bow
and any threat of bodily harm.
Adjust the length of the rope so you feel comfortable. In
other words, adjust it to match your full draw body position. That means your shoulders must be level, your dominant-side scapula in position to begin back tension (this is
your real anchor, by the way), drawing elbow slightly
raised above level, and your bow arm extended to allow
the force of your tension to be carried by bone structure.
Body position is all-important to form, so get it set right
from the beginning.
Once you’re in proper position you need to relax your

drawing-side arm muscles. This is easiest when your wrist
is kept straight and forearm muscles are not activated.
Remember that good, consistent form minimizes muscle
use and maximizes skeleton use.
Now is the time to start tightening your draw-side
rhomboid muscles that are located between your scapula
and spine; they’re the innermost muscles next to your ribs.
They’re short and won’t cause much movement but not
much is needed. As they tighten, your arm, elbow and
release hand move too. As they do, tighten all finger muscles gradually and the back-tension release will begin to
rotate microscopically. Eventually, it will release the rope
loop. Be Patient! Do Not Rush This
Process!
When you are executing properly with back-tension the rope
loop will launch four or five
yards outward. If it doesn’t,
you’re not using any back tension; you are simply turning
the release handle with your wrist or fingers. You’ll know
when it works. I wish I could be there to help you, but let’s
face it, you’re on your own here. Launch the cord, figure
out how it’s done, and how it feels in your back.
The rope and release can be used anywhere, anytime.
Practice with it in your office, living room, basement, on
business trips or anywhere you are. Use it for maybe 20
shots at a time. More shots are not necessary, but more
practice sessions are. Practice four or five times a day
because frequent review promotes long-term retention of
the skill being practiced. These frequent sessions will also
help with muscle conditioning and mental control. Be sure
to review your body position with each practice session.

“I recommend that every
finger shooter train with
a back-tension release.”
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position, body feel and, most of all, the mental control that
you need to shoot properly.

Using The Back-Tension Release With A Bow When
you’re ready to use your back-tension release with your
bow, begin at close range, say five yards (5 m), with no target and no sight. Your goal is to get the bow to full draw
position, aim and reproduce the feel that you’ve been practicing with the rope loop. Don’t set the release light, heavy
is good so you train yourself to use back tension to set it off.
Body position is a high priority from the start. If you
cheat here you’ll keep cheating and won’t improve your
overall form one bit. Frequent short practice sessions each
day is, again, the best way to train. Do this for 20 days; it
takes 20 days to build a habit.
In time, you’ll be ready for a sight and a target. Don’t
rush to get to them, remain patient and focus on the feel of
your body as it sets off the release. Add the sight and a target and shoot at close range. Practice often during the day
and only for 10 to 15 shots at a time.
Your goal with this practice is to get to full draw position in order to begin aiming and tightening your rhomboid muscles. In other words, begin back tension.
Following that you must remain immersed in aiming and
tightening. No other thought is necessary since the release
will eventually go off. If you’ve followed the practice routine as outlined above then you know that the release will
work, so just let it work.
Further Practice Once you’ve begun shooting at targets you
must still practice with the rope loop and with your sightless bow and no target. Use the loop anytime you can for a
few shots. Use blank-bale practice before and after each target practice session. Eight or ten shots at the start and eight
or ten at the end of every practice session reinforces body

Using Other Release Aids After several months of training
on the back-tension release you can switch to other release
aids for short shooting sessions with some success. Don’t
over do it; go back to your back-tension release every day
before and after shooting another release aid. You’ll have to
continually go back to the back-tension release to maintain
proper mental and physical control over long periods of
time.
Don’t cheat yourself and ruin all the hard work you’ve
done by switching permanently to another release. I know
lots of really good shooters who have switched and only a
very gifted few can maintain good form on trigger releases
for long periods of time. Shoot your back-tension release
every practice session!
Finger Shooters And Back-Tension Release Aids I recommend that every finger shooter train with a back-tension
release during two or three weekly practice sessions. Since
most finger shooters are already using a clicker, the mental
aspects are identical and would be reinforced.
The physical aspects are only different in that the clicker shooter continues to draw the arrow across the arrow
rest and through the clicker while the release shooter does
not. The important similarity is that both use the same muscles when generating back tension and this is what you’ll
reinforce by practicing with a back-tension release. In fact,
you may find that you haven’t been doing a very good job
of using back-tension with your clicker and the back-tension release will help improve that execution. Finger shooters have nothing to lose by trying a tension release and lots
to gain, so give it a whirl!
Shoot straight, keep well.
Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books
on archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting Your 3-D Bow
All are available from:
Larry Wise,
RR#3, Box 678,
Mifflintown, PA 17059

“It takes twenty days
to build a habit.”
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Basic Tuning Methods
by Jennifer Furrow-Fonua
Before you begin tuning your bow, realize
that there is not just one exact way to
tune a bow; tuning is a very individualized process. Because of this, if one
method of tuning works best for you, stick
with it. Throughout your archery career
you will most likely tune your bow
numerous times. These tunings will
result from changes in your equipment
and in your shooting form. You will not
just tune your bow once and forever.

Fig. 1). Also, make sure that the arrow
is touching the middle of the plunger,
not too high or too low (see Fig. 2)
Another thing to check is that the
arrow rest is angled slightly up from
level (again, see Fig. 2). All of these
precautionary steps will allow you to
more easily tune your bow without
having additional problems.

P

re-Tuning Adjustments When
beginning to tune your bow
there are a few things pertaining to your equipment and form that
must first be looked at. First, find the
centerline of the bow and limbs and
compare it with the line the bowstring
makes. This is so the plunger position
can be set properly. The centerline of
the bow is most easily found by using
limb line gauges. These inexpensive
gauges can quickly help you to see if
the string and arrow line up in the
center of the bow limbs. Right-handed archers want the arrow to stick
outward, slightly to the left of center.
This is accomplished by adjusting the
plunger position to
have the arrow sit
on the rest slightly
to left of center (see
Fig. 1 Adjust the
arrow rest until the
tip of the arrow just
sticks out to the left
of the plane made by
the bowstring and the
centerline of the bow
and limbs.
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Fig. 2 The arrow rest plunger should touch the
middle of the arrow shaft while the arrow is
supported by a slightly upward slanting arm.

Consistency in form is a necessity
when you are trying to tune. (How
will you know that you have this consistency? It’s simple, consistency in
form causes your arrows to group
together regularly. If you attempt to
tune your bow without this consistency, expect that the process will take
you much, much longer. This is
because your equipment will react
differently from different breakdowns
in your form.
It is also imperative before trying
to tune your bow that you have a
quality set of arrows with consistent
fletchings and straight nocks. This is
essential to get a “good tune.“
Although it seems like there are too

many of these pre-tuning steps, they
will help you to achieve an overall
good tune. Now you are ready to
choose a tuning method. Since there
are many types of tuning methods,
we will go through a few of the basic
ones.
Bare Shaft Tuning Method Fletchings on arrows are necessary to stabilize them in flight. So tuning your
bow using an unfletched arrow or
bare shaft will help you see the deviations in the flight of the arrow that
might otherwise be compensated for
by the fletchings. For this method you
will need three fletched shafts and
two bare shafts. When using the bare
shaft tuning method first check to see
if your nocking point is positioned in
the standard position. This is usually
about one half of an inch (1 cm) above
where the arrow would make a 90
degree angle with the bowstring. (Use
a T-square or bow square to set the
initial nocking point.) The bare shaft
method will then help you set your
nocking point more precisely. Start by
shooting the three fletched arrows,
from about 15 to 20 meters away from
the
target.
Get a good
grouping and
then
shoot
the two bare
shafts. If the
bare shafts
hit high or
low this is
due to what Fig. 3a If bare shafts hit high,
is called por- the nocking point is too low.

turn and
5 m X
X
X
X
X
s h o o t
X
X
X
X
X
a g a i n .
X
X
X
X
X
Repeat the
X
X
X
X
X
s t e p s
X
X
X
X
X
(shooting,
X
X
X
X
X
c h e c k i n g , 35 m X
X
X
X
X
adjusting)
Perfect
Plunger
Plunger
Weak
Stiff
Too Far Left
Too Far Right Spring Spring
until your
bare shafts
are hitting
Fig. 5 A series of fletch shafts shot with the same sight setting but differwith
the ent distances can indicate by where they land if the rest’s plunger is too
g r o u p . far left or right and whether the spring is too stiff or too weak.
Again, for
then your cushion plunger is protrudright-handed archers, if the bare
ing through the bow too much (again
shafts are hitting to the left of the
see Fig. 5). Back it out slowly one half
fletched group, then you need to
a turn at a time until you achieve a
loosen the plunger’s spring tension.
straight line of shot arrows. If the line
Only make adjustments one half turn
is curving to the right in a backward
at a time, so that you don’t over cor“C” formation then your plunger is
rect. Do this until your bare shafts are
not protruding through the bow
hitting within the group of fletched
enough (again see Fig. 5). Again
arrows. Once your bare shafts and
adjust the plunger’s position only one
fletched shafts are “grouping,” you
half of a turn at a time until you
have accomplished a basic tune.
achieve a straight line of shot arrows.
Realize this is not a fine-tuning, that
Now you can adjust the plunger
must be done at further distances, but
tension. Shoot a single arrow at each
for a beginning archer this type of
distance and if your line is straight,
tuning method has been found approbut angled to the left (/) for rightpriate and effective.
handed archers then your plunger
tension is too stiff. Back the set screw
French Tuning Method In the French
out of the plunger button one half of a
tuning method setting the nocking
turn at a time, then repeat the steps of
point is also important. You can do
shooting one arrow at each distance
this the same way as the bare shaft
until you have achieved a vertical
method. In using this method of tunstraight line. If you were getting a line
ing you first shoot an arrow at 15
angled out to the right (\) the spring
yards/meters. Leave your sight at
tension is then too weak. Stiffen the
that setting and shoot one fletched
tension by moving the set screw 1/2 a
arrow at each of the following disturn at a time clockwise, then repeat
tances: 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, and
the shooting steps until you have a
35 yards/meters. The corvertical straight line. Remember, for
rect or ideal impact of the
this method, you want to have a
arrows would be a vertical
straight line of arrows that goes vertistraight line (see Fig. 5).
cally down the target.
First set the center shot by
checking weather your
You are the one that shoots your bow,
plunger is too far in or too
so no one can tune it properly except
far out of your riser. For a
you. Here again are the basic steps to
right handed archer if your
follow before tuning your bow:
Fig. 4 Bare shafts impacting to the right of a fletched line is protruding to the left,
1. Make sure there is consistency
group indicate a plunger spring that is too weak
in a letter “C” formation,
in your form.
(right-handed archers only).

poising, named after the up and down
undulations of the arrow in flight. If
the bare shafts hit high, relative to the
group of fletched arrows, then the
nocking point is too low (see Fig. 3a).
If the bare shafts hit low, then the
nocking point is too high (see Fig. 3b).
Adjust the nocking point a little at a
time, either up or down, depending
on your bare shaft hitting position,
then shoot again. Shoot this way several times adjusting your nocking
point each time until the bare shaft
arrows
hit
even
with
your group.
Don’t worry
if they hit to
the right or to
the left of the
group, this
will be taken
care of in the Fig. 3b If bare shafts
next step.
impact low, the nocking
Next, we point is too high.
adjust
the
cushion plunger tension. If your bare
shafts are flying left and right of the
fletched arrow group, this is due to
what is called fish tailing. If you have
adjusted your nocking point properly,
your bare shafts will be hitting now to
the right or left of the fletched group
(see Fig. 4). This error can be fixed by
adjusting the spring tension in the
plunger of your arrow rest. For righthanded archers, if your bare shafts are
hitting to the right of the group, your
spring tension is too weak. Tighten
the spring tension just one half of a
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not the points. In the weighing process
consider the insert-point as a whole.

continued from p. 21

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Make sure the string is centered
down the center of the bow
limbs.
Set arrow point slightly to the
left of center (for right handed
archers).
Make sure arrow is sitting in
the middle of the plunger.
Make sure arrow rest is angled
up a few degrees from level.
Establish a standard nocking
point.
Choose a tuning method!

Good Luck!!

The Art of Perfect Arrow Making
continued from p. 17

with their points to the very same
weight, within 0.1 grain (0.005 g).
Select the lightest arrow-point set, for
example 284.5 grains. Now it is up to
you to bring all the other arrow-point
sets down to this weight. All you have
to do is grind the rear of the point shaft
on a piece of fine sandpaper (see
Fig.8). Continue grinding and weighing until all arrow-point sets weigh
284.5 grains. It is a time consuming
Fig. 8

carbon point

nibb point

grind as necessary
sandpaper

process, yes I know, but a fundamental
operation.
With this final weighing we eliminate the weight difference between
shafts, installed components (nock and
vanes) and points. The only weight
that we can not control, it is the point
glue. But, if you weigh all arrows after
the points are glued, you will see no
measurable difference in their weights.
If you use inserts, grind them and
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Fig. 10
vane

Gluing Points For aluminum or aluminum-carbon arrows, I use commercial hot melt glue, the hottest and
strongest available to glue points. I
never heat the shaft, only the point.
Heat the point in a kitchen gas burner
flame until the glue melts evenly when
applied, but without it turning yellow
(indicating too much heat). Be careful.
When the point is well heated with the
glue properly melted, press it on the
shaft end. Use force, against a hard
surface, to completely install the point
on shaft. As soon as the point is well
seated, put it in cold water. Let it cool
down completely. Cut the glue excess
with a sharp blade.
Gluing points into 100% carbon
shafts is different. Personally, I use
slow curing Araldite which takes 24
hours or more to cure (This is a two
component
epoxy glue.
Ed.). Clean
off the glue
excess immediately
with a paper towel. Then I put adhesive tape over the point because the air
trapped inside the shaft can push out
the point.

leg
nock
table

setting up the tool, adjust all of the
other nocks to be the same (see Fig.
10).
Marking Arrows The last, but not
least, critical point is to mark all
arrows in order to keep track of exactly which arrow is where on the target.
If you only put your initials on each,
which is enough for the judges, you
could be losing some precious points
due to lack of information.
The best way of doing this is to put
a number with your initials; PS 1, PS 2,
PS 3, …. This way you can note where
each arrow
is on the
target and
compare
with what
had happened, a bad shot, a sudden wind
blew, etc. If you are like me and have
more then one set of arrows, mark
them accordingly: PS 1a, PS 2a, PS 1b,
PS 2b, PS 1c, PS 2c, etc.
You may then be able to find out,
for example, that the “b” set shoots
better at 30 meters and, even if you
have all of your arrows together in
your quiver, it will be easy to find
them if they are correctly marked.
With all these “critical points” of
arrow making in your quiver, believe
me, you will be much more confident,
and confidence makes points.
Good Shooting!

“You will end up with 6 or
12 different arrows if you
don’t pay attention.”

Adjusting Nocks Now, with all
arrows finished, it is time to index the
nocks. A clearance test gives the best
Fig. 9

screw
leg

block

nock orientation. Now, with the correct nock index adjust it using a nock
tool. (You can easily make one from a
block of wood and a metal strip to
make an indexing leg, see Fig. 9.) After

block
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Recurve Bow Tuning for the Ten Ring

Tuning For Groups
by Mike Gerard
In my last article “Practice With A Plan,”
I talked about three types of practice sessions:
1. Working on technique and form.
2. Testing equipment.
3. Preparing for a tournament.
You may have noticed that I made no mention of tuning. The reason is that tuning is
a discussion that needs a great deal of
attention in itself. Tuning falls into the
category of testing equipment, but is much
deeper than trying a new stabilizer. For
that reason, tuning is worthy of a separate,
much more in-depth discussion.

H

aving less than great technique has forced me to be a
better bow technician. I have
the ability to fully exercise the full
range of clearance available as my
arrow passes by the bow riser! What
this means is that I have been
good at setting up a bow to be forgiving and have good performance as well. People who spend
a great deal of time perfecting the
tune on their bows will recognize
the payoff when it is show time. I
have witnessed a number of great
archers that tune their bow for peek
speed and performance, then pay a
price when it comes to head to head
competition.
Because there is a good amount of
information out on the basics of bow
tuning and setup (see “Basic Tuning
Methods” in this very issue, for example), I wish to focus my attention on
the finer points that get less attention.
The Easton Tuning Guide (Easton
Technical Bulletin No. 4) is a great
source of information when it comes to
tuning your bow. Of all the written
material out, I recommend it the most.
It has great pictures to go with the
descriptions and any good pro shop

can typically get one for you. I have
never owned one for more than a
month because I lend it out and never
get it back! Any consistencies between
its and my recommendations are only
because I choose a similar method.
With that in mind, let’s get started.
At this point, I wish to fast forward
to the point where you have already
accomplished the basics and have created a tune that produces good arrow
flight. This should include–
1. Tiller is adjusted to provide a
comfortable grip and steady bow arm.
2. Brace height has been chosen to
give a quiet, stable shot, as well as
good arrow flight.
3. The number of strands in your
string combined with your serving
size provides a proper fit of your nock
to the string (not too loose and not too

archers believe they have completed
the process. For me this is only the
beginning! I consider that at this point,
I am in a neutral position. In this neutral position, arrow flight tends to be
very good, but I may not be at the best
tune for best grouping and for a forgiving nature. The next part of the
process is to optimize my arrow clearance of the bow. Clearance is the single
most important part of having a forgiving setup. There is no standard tuning method to find the best clearance.
Because different archers have different characteristics in their style, clearance may be needed in different areas.
For one archer, the nocking point may
be the single best issue to address for
clearance. The next archer may need
greater horizontal clearance. Each person is different.
So how do you find this perfect spot?
The best way I have found is
to chart each arrow through a
series of ends. I may decide that
three ends is all I need to get a
good pattern. The next person
may believe they need ten ends
to accurately determine the grouping
pattern. Choose a number of ends that
makes you feel comfortable and stick
to it and be consistent throughout your
tuning process. Do not shoot three
ends with one setting and shoot five
with the next. Keep the odds consistent. The idea is to shoot a series of
ends and document the location of
each shot and each end score. I also
make a separate column for ten count.
I find ten count to be a great help when
it comes to tuning. I also look at high
and low ends in the series. As an example, recently I was going through my
tuning steps and with one setup I had
a high end of 55 continued on page 13

“If you’re not getting good
clearance, the slightest
thing will make you miss
the ten ring.”
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tight). An improper fit can cause false
tuning and erratic grouping. If you can
rotate your arrow while is in on the
string from side to side, it is too loose.
If you cannot remove the arrow from
the bowstring without the bowstring
moving forward (within a few millimeters), it is too tight. This is important!!
4. An arrow size has been selected
to provide desirable arrow flight.
5. Nocking point and center
shot/plunger tension have been
adjusted to provide for your bare shaft
to strike in the same group as your
fletched arrows.
This is the point where most
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A rchery
S
Date

E P T E M B E R

Event

Location

Assn

1-3

Continental Qualification Tournament

Beijing, China

FITA

4-5

Grape Stakes

Tulare, CA

NAA

4-5

NAA Olympic Trials-Finals

Chula Vista, CA

NAA

4-5

Ohio State Outdoor

Columbus, OH

NAA

3rd Korean International Tournament

Won-Ju, South Korea

FITA

FITA Qualifier

Tucson, AZ

NAA

11-12

New Jersey State Outdoor

Bloomfield, NJ

NAA

11-12

The Hoosier Fall Classic

Nashville, IN

NAA

18-19

MSU Fall Classic

East Lansing, MI

NAA

18-19

Pacific Coast Championship

Sacramento, CA

NAA

19-26

Sydney International Golden Arrow

Sydney, Australia

FITA

25

FITA Target Qualifier

Long Beach, CA

NAA

25

JOAD Jamboree

Augusta, GA

NAA

7th Australian Masters Games

Adelaide, Autralia

FITA

10-14
11

25-Oct 3

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT
ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

NFAA (National Field Archery Association)
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/
IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net
NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org
NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/
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Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers
412-884-4760
Becoming an Outdoors Woman
715-228-2070
Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965
Northstar Sportsmans Club
218-547-3890
Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993

Calendar
O
Date

C T O B E R
Location

Assn

70-meter Olympic Round

Sherwood, OR

NAA

1-3

FITA Flight Tournament

Ibanpah Range, CA

NAA

2-3

AZ Duel Team Trials

Tucson, CA

NAA

2-3

Duel in the Desert Trials

Long Beach, CA

NAA

U. of Dayton Indoor

Dayton, OH

NAA

FITA Target Qualifier

Long Beach, CA

NAA

17-18

AZ JOAD State Outdoor

Tucson, AZ

NAA

19-24

Continental Qualification Tournament

Mexico City, Mexico

FITA

23-24

Duel in the Desert

Long Beach, CA

NAA

3

9-10
16

Event

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT
ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

NFAA (National Field Archery Association)
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/
IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net
NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org
NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers
412-884-4760
Becoming an Outdoors Woman
715-228-2070
Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965
Northstar Sportsmans Club
218-547-3890
Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993
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Wunderle and Parker Win NAA Outdoor Titles
115th National Target Archery Outdoor Championship
Miami University, Oxford, OH – July 10–16
Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL) and Denise Parker (Salt
Lake City, UT) captured the men’s and women’s recurve
titles, respectively, at the 115th National Target Championships.
For Wunderle it was his second straight title as he finished with a four-day total of 2,659 points. Butch Johnson
(Woodstock, CT) edged out Justin
Huish (Simi Valley, CA) and Jay Barrs
(Salt Lake City, UT) for second place.
Johnson totaled 2,630 points, while
Huish took third on a tiebreaker over
Barrs. Both Huish and Barrs finished
with 2,629 points.
Parker won her fourth national title
and first since 1993 with a convincing 47
point margin over second-place finisher

Michelle Ragsdale (Scottsdale, AZ) who totaled 2,599.
Karen Scavotto (Enfield, CT) earned third place with a
score of 2,593.
In the women’s compound division, Sally Wunderle
(Mason City, IL), sister of Vic Wunderle, captured her second consecutive national championship. She totaled 2,760
points over the four-day event. Second place went to
Becky Pearson (Vail, AZ) with 2,731 points. Linda
Klosterman (St. Mary’s, OH) edged
Diane Hooper (Lockport, IL) in a tiebreaker for third place.
In the men’s compound division,
Dave Cousins (Westbrook, ME) won his
first outdoor national title with a total of
2,787 points. Kevin Eldredge (Hatch, UT)
placed second with a score of 2,764 while
Dee Wilde (Pocatello, ID) earned third
place with 2,757 points.

U.S. Men’s Compound and Recurve Teams Win
Gold and Bronze At World Target Championship
40th World Target Championships Riom, France
The U.S. compound bow team of
Dee Wilde (Pocatello, ID), Terry
Ragsdale (Tucson, AZ), and
Dave
Cousins
(Westbrook,
ME)
won the gold-medal
at the 40th World
Target Championships in Riom,
France. The team set
a world record in their opening round victory
over South Africa, 265-247. Their score of 265
(out of a possible 270) eclipsed the previous
mark of 262 held by the U.S.
In the gold medal match against Hungary, the U.S.
remained in control throughout and cruised to a 258-249
win. Great Britain beat Sweden for the bronze medal, 255251.
The U.S. Olympic bow team, composed of Vic Wunderle
(Chula Vista, CA), Butch Johnson (Woodstock, CT) and
Jay Barrs (Salt Lake City, UT), dropped their semi-final
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match to the Korean team, 244-237. The U.S. led after the
first end, 82-81, but was outscored in the final two ends, 7975, 84-80. The U.S. rebounded in the bronze medal match
by defeating the Netherlands, 250-242. Italy beat Korea for
the gold medal, 257-252.
Dave Cousins (Westbrook, ME) captured the
men’s compound bow title with a 116-114 victory over Stephen Gordon of Great Britain. Tibor
Ondrik of Hungary placed third.
The women’s compound bow title was won by
Catherine Pellen of France with a 113-109 victory over Ya-Ping Shish of Chinese Taipei. Fabiola
Palazzini of Italy placed third.
In women’s compound
bow action, the U.S.
team lost their opening round
match to Germany, 250-248. The
U.S. Olympic bow team defeated
Sweden in their opening round
match, 239-214, then was ousted
by Germany, 227-224.

NAA NEWS

U.S. Men Sweep Medals
in Pan American Competition
XII Pan American Games
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

T

he United States owned the medal podium at the XII
Pan American Games men’s archery competition.
Jason McKittrick (Holton, IN) won the gold medal
while teammates Vic Wunderle (Chula Vista, CA) and
Richard “Butch” Johnson (Woodstock, CT) took the silver
and bronze medals, respectively. The gold medal match
between McKittrick and Wunderle came down to a
tiebreaker. With
the match tied
100-100 at the end
of 12 arrows, the
outcome of the
gold medal rested
on a one-arrow
tiebreaker.
Wunderle shot
first and hit the 8ring. Needing either a nine or 10 for the gold medal,
McKittrick drilled his arrow right into the center “x” to
clinch the victory.
The cold, windy and damp conditions didn’t deter
McKittrick from setting a Pan American Games record for
an 18-arrow elimination match. McKittrick, the
fourth seed, shot a score of 168 (out of 180) in
defeating 13th-seeded Orlando Gaerste of
Venezuela, 168-150. The previous record was 162
set by Kevin Sally of Canada at the 1995 Pan Am
Games in Mar del Plata, Argentina. In the quarterfinals, McKittrick beat Esteban Castaneda,
101-91, to advance to a semi-final match-up with
teammate Johnson. In the third end of the semifinal match, McKittrick shot a perfect score of 30
to turn a slim 55-53 lead into a commanding 8579 advantage and, eventually, a 110-105 victory. The 110
points(out of 120) tied a Pan Am Games record.
The United States men’s archery team captured the gold
medal in the team competition with a record-setting performance. The U.S. team of Johnson, McKittrick, and
Wunderle defeated the Canadian team in the gold medal
match, 251-228. The 251 points set a Pan Am Games record
for the team round, surpassing the previous mark of 246.
The U.S. survived a scare from the Mexican team in the
semifinals. Mexico led 159-158 heading into the final end
before the U.S. prevailed by a count of 237-229. Cuba defeated Mexico in the bronze-medal match, 240-234.
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T

he United States women’s archery team won the gold
medal in the team competition of the XII Pan
American Games. The U.S. team of Janet Dykman (El
Monte, CA), Kathie Loesch (Houston, TX) and Denise
Parker (Salt Lake City, UT) defeated the Cuban team in the
gold medal match, 233-221. After soundly defeating Canada
in the semifinal match, 226-204, the U.S. went up against
Cuba, a 232-215 winner over Mexico in the other semifinal
match. The gold medal match was a close affair after the
first of three ends, with the U.S. holding a slim 79-77 advantage. The U.S. pulled away in the second half, spurred on by
Loesch’s end of 28 points (out of 30), which included two
arrows in the x-ring. The U.S. outscored Cuba 80-71 in that
end to take a commanding 159-148 lead heading into the
final end and eventually prevailing, 233-221. Mexico defeated Canada in the bronze-medal match, 227-225.
Yaremis Perez of Cuba won the gold medal with a 107106 victory over Denisse Van-Lamoen of Chile. U.S. archer
Denise Parker won the bronze medal.
Parker captured the bronze with a 110-105 win over
Loesch. The 110 points by Parker tied her own Pan Am
Games record for a 12-arrow match set in 1995. Parker
opened the day with a 146-131 victory
over L. Burgos of Chile, then defeated
Cuba’s M. Ferro, 108-101. Against Ferro,
Parker broke open a tight 27-26 contest
on the second end by shooting a perfect
score of 30, giving her a 57-49 lead
which she never relinquished. She was
finally upended in the semifinals by
Perez, 105-101. For Parker it was her
11th Pan American Games medal of her
career. She won both team and individual gold in 1987 and 1991, and then won six medals at the
1995 Pan Am Games when medals were awarded for each
distance winner.
Parker won team
gold, individual
bronze,
three
gold medals at
the 60, 50 and 30meter distances,
and silver at the
70-meter distance
in 1995.
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2000 Olympic Team Selection Process

The 2000 U.S. Olympic Archery Team will be selected from
two stand-alone trial events. To be qualified to participate
in the Trials, one must meet all Olympic Eligibility requirements and one of the following:
a) 1999 U.S. National Outdoor Championships: Finishers
with the top 32 double-FITA scores for men or top 32
double-FITA scores for women among the Olympic Bow
Divisions which shoot the full FITA distances (men – 90,
70, 50 , 30 meters; women – 70, 60, 50, 30 meters).
—or —
b) member of the 1999 U.S. Pan American Games Team;
—or —
c) Olympic Bow Division member of the 1999 U.S. World
Target Team;
—or —
d) Ranked in the top four (4) on the Senior Olympic Bow
1999 National Ranking List as of the start of the National
Championships;
—or —
e) U.S. Archery Olympic Medalist, individual or team,
from any year.
Three part qualification procedure
Part 1 – Qualify for Olympic Trials Semifinals via the 1999
National Outdoor Championships or other qualification
method (a-e above).

Part 2 – Olympic Trials Semifinals - August 21-24, 1999 –
Bloomfield, NJ:
Day 1 - Shoot 144 arrows at 70 meters and then cut to the
top 16 men and top 16 women.
Days 2 & 3 - A full 15-match Round Robin event. The first
eight (8) matches will be on Day 2 with the last seven (7)
matches on Day 3. All matches will be 12-arrow matches consisting of two six-arrow ends. At the conclusion of
Day 3, there will be a cut to the top eight (8) men and top
eight (8) women.
Day 4 - The top eight (8) will complete a full Round Robin
consisting of seven 12-arrow matches (three-arrow
ends). Standings determined by:
a) total points shot in semi-finals (except match tiebreaking arrows);
b) 10 points added for each match win on Days 2 and 3;
c) 10 points deducted for each match loss on Day 4.
These eight (8) archers will advance to the Finals stage
on September 4-5.
Part 3 – Olympic Trials Finals - September 4-5, 1999 –
Chula Vista, CA One full Round Robin on each day consisting of seven 12-arrow matches (three-arrow ends). Each
match loss will subtract 10 points from total score.
Cumulative points will be taken from all matches plus total
points from Trials Semi-Finals (tie-breaking arrows not
included). Cut to the team.

MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIPS SCHEDULE
1999
September 4-5
September 19-26
October 19-24

Olympic Trials Finals
The Sydney International Golden Arrow
Continental Qualification Tournament

Chula Vista, CA
Sydney, Australia
Mexico City, Mexico

2000
January 15–16
March 3–5
March 3–5
March 3–5
March 3–5
March 3–5
March 10–12
March 10–12
June 16–18
TBA
July 7–9
July 9–16
July 19–23
July 30–August 4
Sept. 15–Oct. 1
November
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National Ski-Archery Championships
National Indoor Championships – East
National Indoor Championships – North
National Indoor Championships – North
National Indoor Championships – South
National Indoor Championships – West
National Indoor Championships – East
National Indoor Championships – West
Junior World Trials
World Field Trials & National Field Championships
JOAD National Championships
XVII World Field Championship
VI World Junior Target Championship
116th National Target Championships
XXVII Olympic Games
Americas Indoor Championship

Park City, UT
Andover, MA
Naperville, IL
East Lansing, MI
College Station, TX
Salt Lake City, UT
Harrisonburg, VA
Tulare, CA
Chula Vista, CA
TBA
Conyers, GA
Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy
Belfort, France
TBA
Sydney, Australia
Guatemala

PSYCHOLOGY

In a Slump?
Te c h n i q u e s F o r C o n t i n u e d
Improvement In Performance
by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.
All archers have either experienced a slump or will experience one
in the future. They are inevitable and yet, how long the slump
lasts depends on you, your mental skills, and your ability to learn
from the experience. In this article, I will define what a slump is,
what causes it, what tends to keep archers stuck, and how to “get
out” and move on.

I

n archery, the word “slump” is defined as an undefined
period of time when performance declines from one’s
average. Slumps can be short, like one day of practice,
or long, like an entire season. They can be small or big.
They can be worrisome or down-right ugly. Slumps feel as
if all we have learned, all the skills we have mastered, have
abandoned us.
I worked with an archer, “Steve” (The name has been
changed to protect the innocent …), several years ago.
He had been shooting for three years. His performance
during that
time quickly
and persist e n t l y
improved.
He, his coach,
and others who had seen him shoot thought he had great
talent and potential. Steve realistically hoped, at some
point, to make the USAT team. For what seemed like no
apparent reason, one day in practice, Steve was unable to
group his arrows and his scores dropped way down. This
went on for several weeks and he became increasingly frustrated. Unfortunately, things got worse. He eventually was
unable to release his arrows, which his coach immediately
labeled as target panic. Steve then began telling himself, “I
can’t release the arrow” which made releasing his arrow
almost impossible. He was about to quit shooting altogeth-

er but, as a last ditch effort, decided to come talk to me and
find out what was going on.
Steve, like most “normal” archers who get into a slump,
react to their dip in performance in a way that deepens and
lengthens the slump. What might have lasted one day, or
even one end, continued for several months. [Note: If
you’ve been in a slump for several months, please don’t
beat yourself up for “causing” it. Try to seek out the valuable lessons in what happened so that your next slump can
perhaps be shorter. Beating yourself up only further damages your performance and confidence.]
Following is a list of common reactions to a slump:
1. Resisting the slump.
2. Trying to force oneself back on track
3. Forcing the skills that used to come automatically.
4. Becoming frustrated, leading to muscle tension, anxiety,
and negative thinking.
5. Letting every shot become a ‘test’ of whether
you’re in or out of your slump. When the score is
“you’re still in it” there’s even more pressure on
the outcome of the next shot. It’s like going from
a pop quiz in art class to the SATs (a college
entrance exam).
6. Taking the dip in performance too seriously and blowing out of proportion what’s happening. This takes all
the fun and joy out of shooting. The less fun, the more
anxiety.
7. Focusing on the outcome of each shot (“Was it a 10?”)
rather than the feel, rhythm, and flow of the execution.
8. Focusing only on “getting out of the slump” which is
something that will occur in the future. The focus is
away from the present moment, which is all you really
have control over.
As the reader can probably tell from the list above,

“If you’ve been in a slump for
several months, don’t beat
yourself up for “causing” it.“
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resisting a slump is counterproductive. It only further
damages your physical ability and tears down your mental
strength. Shig Honda, in Winner or Loser?, explains about
slumps:
“In every draw, there is a precise instant when the perfect
arrow is possible. Recognition of this instant is intuitive
and most likely to occur during periods of relaxed shooting in which physical effort is guided by the rhythm of the
subconscious mind. If you stop and think of the release,
you have lost that intuitive moment and will force the
release (pg. 74).”
So, if you resist a slump and try to force the shot it only disrupts the natural flow of the subconscious mind, which is
guiding the shot. It basically keeps your intuition from recognizing that moment which is so crucial to the timing of
the release.
Our friend, Steve, having had three years of quick and
persistent improvement, started to expect himself to always
improve at such a pace. Anything less was unacceptable.
When he didn’t shoot as well or better than his usual scores
he immediately interpreted something as wrong. This negative, distorted thinking only led him to force his shots and
fed his subconscious mind the message that, yes, there really is something wrong. Again, as Shig Honda so accurately
put, “When the conscious mind says, “I can’t”, the subconscious will say “I won’t”; when
the conscious mind says “I can”,
the subconscious will say, “I will”.
With a firm understanding in
place of what causes a decline in
performance and how archers
typically deepen and lengthen that decline through their
reaction, the door is open to responding in a new, more
positive and beneficial way. The key is: Rather than resist,
Relax. Go with the flow of where you’re at. Accept your
performance. The following, more specific ideas, might
help:
1. At first notice, say repeatedly to yourself “Declines in
performance are inevitable, just relax.”
2. To “relax into your shooting” use affirmations with
words like loose, relaxed, light, yield, soft, allow, and
gently. A helpful affirmation is “I do not need to force.
All is evolving according to a plan.” This helps you
trust the process.
3. Shed all expectations of results. I’ve never known an
archer who could shoot anywhere close to her potential
unless she let go of all her expectations before the first
shot.
4. To avoid judging yourself negatively, allow yourself to
be amused by what is occurring and curious to see what
evolves from it.
5. Think back to your earlier days when you shot a similar

6.

7.

8.

9.

shot, end, or score. What was your reaction then?
Probably not frustrated and maybe even appreciative.
Probably little thought occurred (in the form of negative
interpretations and self-judgments) or perhaps a simple
thought to “load up the next arrow”. This exercise
might help you to identify the expectations you are
placing on yourself today.
Make a commitment to have fun and to be patient.
Taking from Dr. Bob Rotella in Golf Is Not A Game of
Perfect, “When was the last time your were truly having fun
when you were impatient?”
Stop scoring completely and focus on regaining your
rhythm. If a tournament is scheduled, but you’re still in
“freak out” mode, consider allowing yourself not to
compete. Also consider shooting on a blank bale to
regain your natural energy flow, your rhythm of shooting.
Return to the basics of deep breathing, relaxation, and
visualization. Allow these tools to work for you rather
than trying to make them work for you.
Visualize the following several times a day: In a nice
relaxed state and with slow steady breathing, see yourself as if on a videotape shooting as you do in your
slump. Notice the errors that feed your problem. Now,
let that go. See those errors shooting off into the darkness of space, beyond the stars.
Bring your mind back to the
archery field and feel yourself
back in your body. Breathe,
relax, and visualize every detail
of yourself executing perfect
shots. Slow, easy, effortless shots, with a totally quiet
mind and relaxed body. Notice the improved performance with calm confidence and then gradually execute your shots at real-life speed. Allow yourself to feel
the joy and excitement of being back on track..

“Rather than resist,
Relax.“
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Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and sport psychologist in Denver,
Colorado and works with athletes throughout the U.S. She first
began working with archery in 1994 while at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs. From there, she has continued to help archers of all levels
improve their performance through
mental skills training, including
elite archers at USAT training
camps, international competitions,
and the Olympic Games. Lisa also
teaches sport psychology for the
NAA Level 3 and 4 Archery
Coaching Certification Courses.
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XL World Target
R i o m ,

F

our hundred sixty-seven archers competed in one of
the largest World Target Championships ever held.
The number is deceiving since archers must qualify to
represent their country at this event. The greatest number of

Italy’s Men’s Recurve Team – World Champions. Shooting is Michelle
Frangelli, top seed in the individual competition.

archers in each division any country can have at this event
is four. That still represents a potential of 16 archers per
country since there are four classifications (Men‘s
Compound, Men’s Recurve, Women‘s Compound, and
Women‘s Recurve). This event had even more meaning to
the recurve archers since the top 46 in their division would
help qualify their country to compete in the 2000 Olympic
Games in Australia.

Eun Kyung Lee (Kor) – Top seed and
Women’s Recurve Champion
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When the teams arrived the weather was
beautiful in Riom,
which is about a four
hour drive south of
Paris. However, once
the event started the
weather turned a bit
challenging for most
archers. Wind gusts of
15-20 miles per hour
came up and the temperature dropped from
80 degrees Fahrenheit
(27°C) to 50 degrees
(10°C). The scores
showed how difficult it
was for most archers.
Michele Frangilli of
Italy
showed
his
strength by posting the
highest recurve men’s

F r a n c e

score of a 1319. Vic
Wunderle of the USA
shot a 1256 qualifying
in 28th place. This
shows the weather difference from the USA
nationals where Vic
shot a 1340. Eun
Kyung Lee of Korea
posted the highest
women’s recurve score
of a 1345. Denise
Parker of the USA
qualified with a 1296 in
11th place. Tom Hendrikson of Denmark
shot a 1356 to be the
high qualifier in the
men’s compound division, in which it took a
1301 to qualify. The
women’s compound
group had a good Vic Wunderle (USA) – US National
showing from France Champion – Recurve
with Ploquin Cecilia posting the high score with a 1339.
However, as the elimination rounds testify, the FITA round
does not always tell the whole story of who can handle the
intense pressure of the head-to-head competition. David
Cousins of the United States, who had an incredible year
(including breaking several world records and winning all
of the NAA National events), qualified 26th at this World
Championships with a 1335. A humbling experience for
most, but David went on a surge that showed his strength
in calm weather. He had a 175, 175 and 173 during the first

Men’s Compound Team (USA) – World Champions

Championships
J u l y

2 2 - 2 9 ,
three
head-to-head
matches. His comment
said it all, “It’s good to
be a God again!”
Morten Boe of Norway
tied David during the
quarterfinals with a
114.
However,
Cousins‘ 10 beat out
Morten during the
sudden death round.
Cousins went on with
a 116 and 116 to win
the Gold medal over
Steve Gooden of Great
Britain who had a 114.
Tibor Ondrik of Turkey
took the bronze medal
from Gerhard Kranabeter of Austria, 118 to
112.

Lionel Torres (France) – 11th Seed and
bronze medalist.

Catherine Pellen of
France qualified in the
women’s compound division with but a 1292 (26th place),
then shot a 167 and 165 put her into the quarterfinals where
she posted a 114, 114 and 113 to win the Gold medal over
Shish, Ya-Ping of Taiwan. Fabiola Palazzini of Italy finished
third over Huang, Chong-Yu of Taiwan, 114 to 111. The
Korean recurve archers still dominated their divisions. Eun
Kyung Lee who shot the highest qualifying score with a
1319 shot 168, 160
and 161 to get to the
quarterfinals. She
went on to win the
Gold medal by
shooting a 109, 109
and a 115. Alison
Williamson of Great
Britain finished second. Jo Sun Kim of
Korea took third by
shooting a 111 over
Lin Sang of China
who had a 107.
Sung Chil Hong of
Korea finished second in the men’s
recurve qualificaDave Cousins (USA) –
tions with a 1312. He
Men’s Compound World Champion
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1 9 9 9
Te a m C o m p e t i t i o n
1.
2.
3.
4.

Men’s Compound
USA
258
Hungary
249
Great Britain
255
Sweden
251

Women’s Compound
1. Taiwan
245
2. Netherlands
228
3. Germany
243

4. Italy
241
Men’s Recurve
1. Italy
252
2. Korea
247
3. USA
250
4. Netherlands
242
Women’s Recurve
1. Italy
240
2. China
234
Yoshi Komatsu, a founding
publisher of this magazine,
covers the championship for his
Japanese archery magazine.

went on to post a 165, 160
and 162 to make it into the
quarterfinals. He captured
the Gold by shooting a 111,
114 and 115. Yari Lipponen
of Finland finished second
with a strong 113 against Sung’s 115. Lionel Torres of France
took the bronze medal shooting a 115 against Yuri Leontiv’s
110.
And finally, complements go to the members of the French
Federation who still
organize and run one
of the smoothest and
most enjoyable World
Championship events.
Their professionalism
and dedication to the
sport of archery is
unsurpassed. See you
in Beijing, China in the
year 2001 for the 41st
World Target Championships!

Rick McKinney

Catherine Pellen (France) –
Women’s Compound Champion
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T H E V E RY L A S T W O R D

ON

S HOOTING
U P AND D OWN H ILL
by Steve Ruis
Field archers often have to shoot uphill and downhill. In national and world competitions, they take this practice to extremes
requiring archers to shoot at quite steep angles. At the 1998 US
National Field Trials there was a 66 yard (60 m) target at a 38°
(est.) angle. If you took that shot with your bow sight set at 66
yards, your result would be very sad. Most shooters had their
sights set at 54 yards.
I have heard all kinds of advice regarding shooting up
and down hills. “When shooting downhill, shoot as if the
target were closer; when shooting uphill, shoot as if the target were further away,” is typical. Talk to ten archers and
you’ll hear ten opinions. Really, it is just a matter of
physics.

S

hooting on the Level I have found that this is easier
to understand by using an example, so I shall.
Consider a 100 yard (91.4 m) shot on the level. This
is a long shot, about as long as most of us ever take. What
would happen if you were to shoot an arrow that pointed
exactly at the center of the target? The arrow would obviously be low, but how low? In order to keep things simple,
we are going to make some simplifications. We are going to
assume that the arrow loses little speed in path, that is that
air resistance (aerodynamic drag) is a small concern. Let us
also pick the arrow speed to be 300 ft/s (91.4 m/s). This is
rather fast, but convenient for our purposes because 300
feet is 100 yards, therefore our arrow is in flight exactly one
second. So, how far will the arrow drop, due to gravity, in
one second? The answer: about 16 feet (4.88 m). The arrow
is accelerated by gravity 32 feet/second per second (9.8
m/s2). So at the end of one second our arrow will be falling
at a rate of 32 feet per second. Since it didn’t start falling
until we shot it, its initial speed was 0 feet per second,
therefore its average speed was 16 feet per second. So the
arrow will fall 16 feet if it is in the air for one second, which
is about a 100 yard shot with a very fast bow-arrow combination.
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If we were to be foolish enough to actually shoot an
arrow pointed directly at a target 100 yards away, the
arrow wouldn’t hit 16 feet low it would hit the ground
before it got halfway to the target. We know this, of course,
so we elevate our bows so that the arrow arcs to the target,
rising for the first half of the flight, falling for the remaining half (approximately described as a parabolic arc). Since
the second half of the arrow’s flight takes about one half of
a second, and it will fall about eight feet in that second, we
shoot in such a way that the arrow is about eight feet (2.4
m) above horizontal midway to the target. The next time
you get to observe someone taking a really long shot, see if
you can’t follow the arrow’s trajectory and see if it doesn’t
peak at about that height. (Of course, the slower the bowarrow combination, the longer the arrow is under the influence of gravity and the higher the shot will need to be to
compensate.
If the assumptions made here are too big to be credible, see the
sidebar “Get Real!”
Shooting Uphill and Downhill (Very) Now consider a
somewhat more bizarre shot. You can pick the yardage, but
the shot is
s t r a i g h t
down. (I don’t
think such a
shot is possible; trying it is
certainly
uncomfortable.) If you
shoot a shot at
any target that
is
straight
down, no matter the yard- An inexpensive tool for judging angles is a carpenters angle finder. A piece of arrow shaft glued to one
age, all you edge helps in aiming.

d sin(a) = vertical distance
to target

have to do is make sure that the arrow is pointed at the cend cos(a) = hortizonal distance to target
ter of the target and release. In this orientation all gravity
a
does is speed the arrow up. If it starts at 300 feet per second, after one second it will be going 332 feet per second
d
along the same line. Gravity is acting along the flight path
a = angle in degrees
rather than sideways to it. All target distances would be
d = distance to target
shot with the same sight marking.
The same would go for shooting straight up. The only
difference is that gravity would slow the arrow 32 feet per
second for every second of arrow flight. All target disdegree increments. (If you want your table in meters, it is!)
tances would be shot with the same sight marking. So,
For inbetween yardages or inbetween angles, guestimate.
what about a real shot? The key point here is that if you
The table deliberately doesn’t include distances under 20
shoot uphill or downhill, you are going to a condition
yards/meters, because of the parallax effect; you’ll have to
where gravity causes less deflection of the path, so you
shoot those distancesangles yourself because each
shoot both kinds of shots as if the target were closer. We
archer/bow setup is unique in this regard.
could do an exacting analysis, taking into account that
I keep a copy of this table in my quiver. I actually have
arrows shot at targets downhill stay in the air less than
two copies back-to-back and laminated (for waterproofarrows shot uphill (because they go faster!), but that level
ing); this way I will always be looking at the right side of
of detail is unnecessary. What we need is a way to estimate
the card.
how much gravity is acting sideways to the arrows path
and how much along the arrows path. There is a matheWhat If You Aren’t Allowed “Written
matical
function,
Memorabilia” If your style of shooting doescalled a cosine funcn’t allow such reference tables, the only viable
tion that does just
alternative is to develop a system you can
such a thing. All we
memorize. The following table suggests such a
need do is multiply
system and gives examples for each reasonthe yardage (or sight
ably remembered rule. You may be able to come up with a
marking) by the cosine of the angle from horizontal (see
better system, one that works better for the way you think.
figure). When the angle is 0° degrees (level or horizontal),
This one is designed around the ease of calculating 10% of
the cosine of 0° is one. Multiplying the yardage by 1 doesa distance (move the decimal point one place to the left)
n’t change anything. If the angle is 10° though, the cosine
and 1% of a distance (move the decimal point two places to
of 10° is 0.9848, meaning that all targets shot at that angle
the left).
need to be shot at 98.5% of their listed distance. This may
not sound like much, but at 30°, the cosine is 0.8660 meanA Caveat A number of FITA recurve shooters claim that
ing that all shots need be shot at 86.6% of their listed disthis table doesn’t work for them. On the other hand, this
tance; a 45 yard shot needs be shot as if it were 39 yards!
table has been used by many very good shooters successI don’t know about you, but I’m not likely to carry a calfully for quite a while. Test it out to see if it works for you.
culator around with me when I shoot, so use a table as a
And don’t make the mistake of believing that the table will
reference (see table at right). The table lists the shooting
yardages for shots of 20-100 yards
in 5 yard increments shot at Shooting Distances at Various Angles
angles of 0 to 45 degrees in 5

“The hardest thing about
these shots is maintaining
good form.“

How to Use the Table
Distances in yards or meters are
along the top, angles are down
the left side. Find the distance
along the top and slide down
that column to the angle indicated on the left. Set your sights
to that distance.
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5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

20
19.9
19.7
19.3
18.8
18.1
17.3
16.4
15.3
14.1

25
24.9
24.6
24.1
23.5
22.7
21.7
20.5
19.2
17.7

30
29.9
29.5
29.0
28.2
27.2
26.0
24.6
23.0
21.2

35
34.9
34.5
33.8
32.9
31.7
30.3
28.7
26.8
24.7

40
39.8
39.4
38.6
37.6
36.3
34.6
32.8
30.6
28.3

45
44.8
44.3
43.5
42.3
40.8
39.0
36.9
34.5
31.8

50
49.8
49.2
48.3
47.0
45.3
43.3
41.0
38.3
35.4

55
54.8
54.2
53.1
51.7
49.8
47.6
45.1
42.1
38.9

60
59.8
59.1
58.0
56.4
54.4
52.0
49.1
46.0
42.4

65
64.8
64.0
62.8
61.1
58.9
56.3
53.2
49.8
46.0

70
69.7
68.9
67.6
65.8
63.4
60.6
57.3
53.6
49.5

75
74.7
73.9
72.4
70.5
68.0
65.0
61.4
57.5
53.0

80
79.7
78.8
77.3
75.2
72.5
69.3
65.5
61.3
56.6

85
84.7
83.7
82.1
79.9
77.0
73.6
69.6
65.1
60.1

90
89.7
88.6
86.9
84.6
81.6
77.9
73.7
68.9
63.6

95
94.6
93.6
91.8
89.3
86.1
82.3
77.8
72.8
67.2

100
99.6
98.5
96.6
94.0
90.6
86.6
81.9
76.6
70.7
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Shooting Up and Down Hill
continued from p. 39

make you a great uphill and downhill shot. The hardest
thing about these shots is maintaining good form. If your
form breaks down, your draw length changes, or your grip
on the bow
changes, your
shots will go
all over the
place. (The
trick, apparently, is to keep your upper body geometry the same and
adjust for the angle at your waist and in your stance.) This
may be why recurve shooters get mixed results using this
method. Pulling through a clicker at a steep angle while

“If your form breaks
down, your shots will
go all over the place.“

maintaining good form is very difficult. There is no substitute for practicing these kinds of shots.
Judging Distance A word about judging angles; some people are good at it, some aren’t. I’m not. You can spend at
least $100 (US) and purchase an inclinometer (assuming
your shoot rules allow the use of one), but I seem to get
along fine with a carpenter’s angle gauge I got for a few
dollars at a hardware store (see figure on p. 38). I cemented a short piece of arrow shaft on one side as a sighting
guide.

An example of a memory system for making the adjustment in target distance due to angle of shot. The first three columns are to be memorized (and
practiced). This is but one of many possible systems.

Angle

Cosine
of Angle

Mnemonic Device

all angles
5° and under

1

Shoot at the listed/
estimated distance.

around 10°

0.985

Take off 1% of the
distance twice.

around 20°

0.940

Take off half of 10%.

around 30°

0.866

Take off 10% and a
third of 10%.

Get Real!
A

Example—
a 40 yd/m Shot
Shoot at 40 yd/m.
1% is 0.4 yd/m, so take off
0.8 yd/m and
shoot at 39.2 yd/m.
10% is 4 yd/m, so take off
2 yd/m and
shoot at 38 yd/m.
10% is 4 yd/m, a third of that is
1.3 yd/m so take off 5.3 yd/m and
shoot at 34.7 yd/m.

rrows are not the most aerodynamic of projectiles, so it is unreasonable to assume that they lose no speed
in flight. So, what is the reality of the situation? Again, working from an example—if my current arrow (a
313 gr (20.3 g) Easton ACC 3L-18) were shot at 300 ft/s (91.4 m/s), it would slow to 243 ft/s (71.1 m/s) at
100 yards downrange. This is a loss of almost 19% of its speed and over 34% of its energy. Since the arrow would
average less than 300 ft/s speed, it will be in the air for more than one second and the longer the arrow is in the
air, the farther it will fall. In this case, the total arrow drop due to gravity is 18.8 ft.
Now, since aerodynamic drag has such a profound affect on arrows, why does this not change everything about
my argument in this article? The argument is valid because this method of adjusting uphill and downhill ranges
is based upon your own sight marks. All of the aerodynamic factors of your particular bow-arrow setup are built
into your sight marks and therefore are taken into account. The simplifications made in the article merely make
the effect of gravity easier to understand.
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TRADITIONAL

Why Traditional Archery?
A Personal Journey
By Dan Quillian

I

n the late 1960s and early 1970s the
compound bow suddenly exploded in popularity. And why not?
Many a rifle hunter who couldn’t
quite understand aiming the bow and
arrow joined our sport because the
release, peep-sight, and front sight
made sense to him. The competition
shooter found he could shoot a better
score with all the gadgets. Lighter
arrows and bows with more efficient
draw curves gave faster and flatter
arrow trajectories, further enhancing
the use of the bow sight, and archery
boomed.
As more and more people became
proficient with compound bows there
were a few of us left behind who had
been successful in competition and in
hunting for many years prior to the
advent of the modern compound
bow. We felt some resentment toward
the mess of pulleys and wires that
had replaced the grace and beauty
that had signified the bow and arrow
for thousands of years. Some of us
dropped the sport. Some of us, like
me, adopted the compound bow and
went into the field with it and were
successful. Then, with a nostalgic
look backwards, I pulled out my old
longbow and went hunting. As everyone else out there was shooting modern equipment, I received some of the
derision that some gun hunters had at
that time for archers. My equipment
was belittled. Much was said about
how shooting ”that old thing” would
lead to wounded deer, until I dragged

out my usual buck.
Quite a few of the older archers,
who had taken deer with longbows
and recurves in the past, started to
migrate back and quickly banded
together to shoot pretty much unregulated, roving courses. With whoops
and hollers and lost arrows they had
more fun than they’d had with their
bows in some time. But when they
tried to go back to an archery clubís
tournaments, their boisterous noises
interfered with the concentration of
the modern archers, and as they were
used to shooting 3D targets in two
hours instead of four, they were bored
with what archery had become. This
led to some confrontations and we
were lucky no one was shot.
Soon, the traditionalists were
forming their own clubs and this
diluted the political strength of our
sport. New magazines were formed
around traditional archery and this
further split the sport into separate
groups. Many new archers were
attracted by the simplicity of traditional equipment, by the satisfaction
of using personal skills to accomplish
their goals, a strong nationwide love
affair with Native American culture
and other motives. As the saying
goes, “different strokes for different
folks.”
Over the last few years, traditional
groups have grown and become
stronger. Here, in my state, the Traditional Bowhunters of Georgia (TBG)
has become much stronger and more

active, with a strong program of tournaments, (or as they call them, rendezvous), hunts, socials, banquets
and activities at TBG-leased hunting
areas. The good fellowship that keeps
the membership growing is strongly
social and political. It attracts many
who had quit archery after the advent
of modern tackle and are now back
and active in the sport.
The unintended result of the success of the modern compound bow
has been the splitting of archery into
separate groups. The motivations of
the various types of shooters are different and this needs to be understood by archers on both sides of the
fence (fences?). For strength, we need
to stand together in the interest of the
sport, but this can only be done by
making places for those who are
interested in different forms of
archery. We cannot expect the traditional shooters to take a full day to
shoot 30 arrows. Nor can we expect
the serious target archer to accept the
fun and games the traditional archers
enjoy. The very fact that some traditional shooters call their tournaments
”rendezvous” shows that scores are
not the most important things to
them.
Another factor in the game is the
primitive shooter. Primitive shooters
largely make their own equipment

“For strength, we need to
stand together in the
interest of the sport.“
continued on page 43
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by Rick McKinney

Get A Grip!
There are two unique and special pieces of
equipment archers must work on and get
comfortable with before they can expect
any kind of consistency. They are the bow
grip and tab. We used to tell archers,
“Keep those items with you at all times.
Do not even chance sending them with
your equipment when traveling.“ Because
if you lost your equipment you can easily
get another bow, arrows, etc. But to replace
the grip and tab is almost impossible! In
this article I am going to talk a little about
the bow grip and what you can do to make
it work well for you.

S

ince each archer’s bow grip is
unique, we can only speak about
grips in general terms. Even so, I
honestly believe that if you keep within certain parameters you can get a
grip that works brilliantly with your
form and technique. There are three
factors that you need to consider to in
order to get any grip to be consistent—
Throat Width, Angle One, and Angle
Two.

Throat Width The width of the
grip at its throat is critical in that
you must make sure that it is neither too narrow nor too wide. If
the throat is too wide, it will cause
some simple, yet critical twisting
of the bow (bow torque). This is
not what you want. However, if
you make the throat too narrow, it
can cause pinching between the
thumb and first finger and also
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cause you to torque the bow! To
demonstrate my point. Put the index
finger of your right hand between
your thumb and index finger of your
left hand. Now pull with that finger.
Notice how the tip of your thumb and
index finger close toward each other.
The meeting of these two fingertips
will cause torque in your grip, especially when you are under pressure,
say... when in a tournament! Now, put
the index, middle, and third finger of
your right hand and press it in
between the thumb and index finger of
your left hand and pull. Notice that
this keeps the thumb and finger from
touching each other. This will keep
them from torquing the bow. However,
if the throat is too thick, as I mentioned
before, you will torque it in a different
way.
If the throat of the grip is too narrow, build it up using “auto body
filler” (a plastic molding compound
used for filling small dents). If, on the
other hand, the insides of your thumb
and index finger are touching the

throat too much, that is the throat is
too wide, then you will need to take a
file to this area. It takes a little time, but
eventually you can get the throat to
where your hand is relaxed in it. Use a
round file and keep the throat of the
grip similar to its original curvatures
while making it smaller. It is very
important to keep the curves in the
surfaces of the grip. The reason the
curvatures are there is because rounded areas are hard to torque while
straight and square areas are very easy
to torque. When using “auto body
filler” you can use the file to smooth it
out as well.
Angle One Once you have the throat
fixed, you will want to work on Angle
One, the angle the back ridge of the
grip makes with the bow. This is one of
the two angles that need to be worked
on in order to get the consistency
you desire while executing shots.
This angle is the one that determines pressure in the hand and the
angle of your shoulders. Some
people like to shoot a very low
grip (a shallow Angle One), while
others use a rather high grip (a
steep Angle One). Most archers
like a medium grip. The grip angle
will affect your shoulder position.

If the grip is too high, you will subconsciously raise your front shoulder to
get the grip to feel right. A high front
shoulder will cause you to end up with
a low rear half causing you to be out of
line in the horizontal plane. If your
grip is too low, your back half will be
out of balance in the opposite direction
causing you to be inconsistent as well.
Working on the grip angle takes
time. Most bow manufacturers offer
high, medium, and low grips. Try
these to determine which one feels the
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most comfortable. To fine tune your
grip of choice, try adding a layer of
material on the grip and feel the difference. Does it make you feel like you
have your shoulder in your ear? If so,
the grip is probably too high. If it feels
comfortable, then add some “auto
body filler” to the grip in that area and
start smoothing it out. You can get grip
Angle One just right. It just takes a little patience.
Angle Two This angle is the right
and left slope of the back ridge of the
grip. Most bow manufacturers either
put a slight angle sloping downward
on the thumb side or they have the
center of the grip at an apex then both
sides slope downward (away from
your hand). The easiest way to determine which way your grip should
angle is to shoot a few shots while
watching how your stabilizer moves. If
the stabilizer moves to the left (for
right handed archers), there is too
much pressure on the right side of the
grip, thus the torque is relieved once
the bow repositions itself. If this is the
case, all you need to do is file the right

side of the grip down somewhat.
Remember to keep the grip rounded
everywhere. There should not be flat
spots or sharp ridges on the grip that
the hand has contact with or you will
be very inconsistent. Once the bow,
when shot, leaves the hand straight
If your stabilizer moves to the left after the
shot, there is too much pressure on the righthand side of the grip.
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archers), this indicates that the grip is
too high on the left side thus causing
the stabilizer to move to the right and
forcing the string right into your arm.
This is not good! File the inside of the
grip down some and shoot again.
When the stabilizer does not move
right or left, then you have Angle Two
correct.

If your stabilizer moves to the right after the
shot, there is too much pressure on the lefthand side of the grip and right-hand archers
will hit their arms with the bowstring.

you have the right Angle Two.
If the string is hitting your arm
while shooting (for right handed
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The next time you are at a tournament,
observe the bow grips of the top
archers; almost all of them have taken
a file to their grip. They have learned
that the grip is as individual as they
are. Once you have the grip filed to
your liking, you can sand it if you like
the grip to be smooth. You can even
paint it if you want, but most top
archers do not worry about the looks,
they are more concerned with the performance.
Once you get the bow to leave your
hand moving forward towards the target with no movement right or left,

Ah, just right!

you will have built a grip that will give
you lots of points and eliminate some
of those flyers. Good luck!

Why Traditional Archery?
...continued from pg. 39

and, other than string material and
glues, they restrict themselves to
wooden bows and arrows. You have to
admit that an archer can take pride in
taking a deer with a bow and arrow he
made himself from scratch. This group
is also very active in primitive crafts,
from beadwork to buckskin jackets,
and they are rapidly growing in numbers.
If we as archers are going to take
our rightful place in the world of sport,
then we must learn
to integrate these
groups. Our various
leaders must organize to work together in the interest of

the sport of archery. Manufacturers,
dealers, and distributors who receive
their income from the sport of archery
must help develop it in all of its facets
and never knock any part of the sport.
If we are ever going to have an
archery national championship to present to the public maybe we need to
look at an ”archery decathlon.”

... continued from page 13 slightest thing will make you miss the

ten ring. The ten count is a helpful tool to use throughout the
tuning process as well as keeping your equipment in adjustment over a long period of time. Once you have determined
that you have the best, most forgiving tune possible, go back
to shooting your fletched arrows and a bare shaft and note the
location of the bare shaft with your new tune. This will aid in
getting a head start if you break a string or a rest and need to
start over. Did you notice I did not specify a distance to do
your bare shaft testing? The reason for this is that people are
different in their comfort level for shooting a bare shaft. I recommend starting up close, eventually getting to somewhere
between 20 and 30 meters once you have things going well.
No matter how you approach tuning your bow, working for
the best tune will provide a great sense of accomplishment
and is sure to increase your scores. There are no short cuts
when it comes to getting the best tune!
See you on the range!
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PRODUCT NEWS

Product News
Shibuya’s New Dual Click Sight
Shibuya Archery has announced an addition to their line of sights—the Shibuya
Dual Click Sight. The Dual Click is available in three models: Standard, Carbon, and
Xtreme. The Xtreme model has carbon composite extension and elevation bars. The
Standard model has both bars made of aluminum while the Carbon model has an aluminum elevation bar coupled to a carbon composite extension bar. Each sight has a
novel polycarbonate aperture block with a single lock-down knob. The combination of
carbon composite and polycarbonate should make a very strong and extremely lightweight as well as weatherproof sight.
Dual Click sights were used by Australia’s gold medal winning men’s team at the 1999
World Indoor Championships.
Additional information is available in English and Japanese on M. Yasui & Co.’s web site
at www.yasui.co.jp/shibuya/e.
Brownell Introduces New Fast Flight Bowstring Material
Brownell and Company, the makers of Fast Flight bowstring material is adding to its line with Fast
Flight D which is manufactured from 100% SK 75 Dyneema. This new material is slightly thicker
than regular Fast Flight (0.016” compared to 0.015”) but has 37% greater breaking strength (one
strand). It comes in only two colors, natural and black. Regular Fast Flight is available in natural/white, black, purple, teal, bronze, blue, and red.
Brownell and Company, Inc. which makes a wide variety of fiber products, is located at 429 East
Haddam-Moodus Road, P. O. Box 362, Moodus, CT 06469 or can be contacted by calling
860.873.8625 or by visiting their website-www.brownellco.com.

Beman Introduces New ICS Hunter

B

eman USA introduces a new hunting shaft to its line—the ICS Hunter. The internal component carbon shaft has a
design that combines carbon fibers in a radial core overlaid with a unidirectional carbon fiber layer. The denser construction produces a more massive shaft that promises better durability and higher kinetic energy for better penetration.
Beman’s microsmooth finish makes the arrow very quiet when drawn on its rest and much easier to pull from targets.
The ICS Hunter is available in three spines, ICS 500, ICS 400, and ICS 340 which should cover most popular hunting configurations. The arrows use a longer point insert for better adhesion and Easton’s Super Nocks. Beman claims that their
ICS technology guarantees very consistent shaft-to-shaft weight
Additional information can be obtained by telephone at 801.539.1433 or by writing Beman USA, 5040 West Harold Gatty
Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84116 or by visiting the Beman web site—www.beman.com.
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